The 2010 April 03 solar event was studied using observations and LASCO images to determine the CME's direction, size, and actual speed.
Introduction
For decades groundbased telescopes have detected the slowly-drifting (downward in 29 frequency) solar radio emissions at metric wavelengths called "Type II" radio bursts.
30
When a shock travels outward from the solar corona, it accelerates electrons that in turn 31 produce radio emission at the local plasma frequency (f p [kHz] = 9
√ n e [cm −3 ]) and its first X -8
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Region (AR) 11059 (S25W03) between 09:04 UT and 10:58 UT, with a peak at 09:54 UT.
117
The flare was first seen in the Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) on board 118 SOHO between 09:14 UT and 10:00 UT with a faint EIT wave associated with the flare
119
(http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/movie/make javamovie.php?date=20100403&img1=soh e195).
120
The evolution of the flare showed a clear sigmoid to post-arcade structure, and the neu- STB. An eruptive prominence (EP) was observed to the south of AR 11059 by SECCHI's
125
Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUVI) at 304Å on STA at 09:46 UT, as shown in Figure   126 1a. The prominence began to be active around 08:56 UT and erupted around 09:16 UT.
127
EUVI 304Å movie and EIT 195Å movies show that both the prominence eruption and 128 the X-ray flare eruption are related to the CME and the EP appeared as the CME core in 129 COR1 around 10:15 UT. The flare location and post-eruption arcade are shown in Figure   130 1c as observed by EUVI 195Å on STB at 11:00 UT. 
CME Speed, Width and Propagation Direction: Flux Rope Model Fit
The CME was seen edge-on by COR1-A off the southeast limb starting at 09:05 UT,
132
and by COR1-B off the southwest limb (http://cor1.gsfc.nasa.gov/catalog/). LASCO 133 observed a halo CME on April 3 and its first appearance time in LASCO C2 was 10:33 UT.
134
(http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME list/). In Figure 2 , we show the CME running difference To determine the radial speed, angular width, and propagation direction of the CME,
139
we applied a flux-rope model fit to SECCHI COR1 and COR2 and LASCO C2 and C3 assumes that the flux rope has an elliptical axis with varying radial circular cross-section.
143
The coordinate system used in the KS06 model has its origin at the CME eruption region 144 on Sun's surface, the z-axis directed towards North, the x-axis directed towards West,
145
and the y-axis directed along the Earth-Sun line, away from Earth. For simplicity, the 146 separation distance between two flux-rope footpoints has been neglected in the model.
147
The geometry of the flux rope can be described by two parameters: the ratio of the semi-148 minor to semi-major axis of the ellipse λ ǫ = R 2 /R 1 and the axial aspect ratio Λ Figure 3 shows the flux rope (FR) model fit for the CME; from left to right are COR1-A X -10 XIE ET AL.: UNDERSTANDING INTERPLANETARY SHOCK DYNAMICS distance from the origin to the apex of the FR. The widths of the CME are given by:
, where ω edge and ω broad are the widths of 163 the CME from edge-on and face-on views respectively. For the April 3 CME, the fitting 164 results gave that R 1 = 0.8 R s , R 2 = 0.6 R s , and d = 2.0 R s at R tip = 2.6 R s , where R s 165 is the solar radius, which yielded ω broad = 74
• , and ω edge = 64
• ; the best-fit propagation 166 direction of the CME are (λ, φ, α) = (-23 the CME as a sphere centered halfway between the Sun and the CME's leading edge, and 197 yields a CME radial distance given by: r = 2d sin ǫ/(1 + sin(ǫ + φ)), which is the harmonic 198 average of the Point-P and the Fixed-φ approximations.
199
We show in Figure 5 , from left to right, running difference images of HI1-A ,HI2-A, and (streamer belt neutral line) was ∼ S23
• on Apr 2 -3, 2010, just ahead of the CME LE.
210
The streamer was marked by arrows in the COR1 and COR2 images ( Figure 2 ). The 211 CME/shock front was interacting with and indented by the streamer; an arc-like front respectively. In Figure 5b , when the CME propagated farther out into the HI2-A FOV,
215
the shock sheath and the flux rope ejecta along the LE had been compressed together
216
and we can only see one complex compressed front. The ejecta along the Sun-Earth line 217 is too faint to see due to the further expansion. • , where distances are derived from elongation angles in the J-map using 220 the three methods discussed above. We used the CME direction φ = 75
• with respect to 221 STA (i.e., E8
• with respect to Earth) for the Fixed-φ and Harmonic Mean approximations.
222
The direction was chosen so that r(t) matched best with both the FR model fit results
223
and the observed SAT at Wind. The bottom panel of Figure 6 is the inferred velocity 224 of the shock. Here we omitted some distance points (6 points in this case) instead of 
257
The CME is input into the ENLIL simulation domain as a hydrodynamic spherical 258
cloud. This ejecta has a uniform velocity and diameter corresponding to the fitted radial 259 CME speed and width. Parameters describing the CME's geometry and kinematics, filled circles. The 2D density contours show that the CME has encountered two slow, 289 dense streamers: one is located at the west flank of the CME and another is located at 290 the center of the CME along the LE. The interaction between the CME and the dense 291 streamers and the ambient solar wind has led to the formation of an arc-like structure at between April 2 and 9. The IP shock arrived at Wind on April 5 at 07:58 UT, followed by 296 an ICME from April 5 at 12:00 UT to April 6 at 17:00 UT. Figure 8 18:00 UT, and then enhanced farther by long-duration negative B z and B y of ∼ -7 nT.
300
The observed ICME has a smooth magetic rotation and enhanced magnetic strength |B|, 301 low proton temperature T and plasam β, and a declining velocity V profile (due to the 302 ICME expansion in the solar wind that the CME has the density either four times or twice larger than the fast stream value,
311
and it yields a variation in SAT (shock arrival time) of ∼ 7 hrs. Furthermore, since the 312 ENLIL ejecta is a pure hydrodynamic structure, the absence of the CME internal magnetic 313 structure has caused the model to overestimate plasma density N and temperature T , and 314 to underestimate total B field of the ICME. 
Comparison of the simulation results with J-maps
In order to study the evolution of the IP shock driven by the CME, we need to find , due to the slow dense streamer ahead of the CME. The mean values of the solar wind 336 density along the LE and Sun-Earth are 6.64 cm −3 and 4.16 cm −3 , respectively. We apply 337 these values to the kmTII method in Section 5. Note that the maximum compression 338 ratios along the both LE and Sun-Earth propagation directions are greater than the the-oretical threshold of 4 [Priest, 1982] . This is due to a limitation of the 3D code resolution
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producing the shock front thickness to be too large (the spacing of grids) [Steinolfson et al., 1975] . 11.5 hours and 213 km/s in the J-map. We will discuss this in Section 6.
365 Figure 10b shows the time-velocity profiles of the CME inferred from the distances in UT for an earthward speed of 925 km/s, which gives an error of ∼ 7.5 hours. 
The "kmTII" Technique
For the April 3, 2010 CME, no decameter-hectometric (DH) type II radio burst was 375 detected. But a kilometric type II (kmTII) radio burst starting from April 4 00:58 to 16:33
376
UT was detected by Wind/WAVES. Such events are generally rare and have a relatively 377 slower average speed compared to other CMEs with radio-loud shocks as discussed in
378
Gopalswamy et al. [2010] . Figure 11 shows the dynamic spectrum of the kmTII radio LE n 0 = 6.64 cm −3 in Figure 9 . In Figure 12a , assuming that the kmTII occurs near the 
399
Thus applying the plasma density value near the LE has improved the kmTII prediction 400 error from 15 hours to 2 hours, and the kmTII prediction accuracy largely relies on the 401 value of the plasma density it used. Table 1 summarizes the derived shock propagation 402 characteristics from the ENLIL simulation, J-maps, and kmTII method. 
Discussion and Conclusion
We have comprehensively investigated the evolution and propagation of the April 3, 2010 404 CME-driven shock, combining STEREO and SOHO white light observations, kilometric 405 type II radio data with the simulation using the WSA-Cone-ENLIL model. We used the 
